Georgia Organics supports local farming community

**For the AIC**

Georgia Organics is receive much-needed support from the community and diversity of growers and resources to farmers, to serve and to support the growing number of profitable organic and regenerative farmers making a living selling their produce, particularly people of color and rural farmers, creating a network of advocates championing of farmers, and exciting investment in organic farmers and regional food systems.

"We saw a way to support those who are partnering and we did the right thing for dropping out of high school," said Milton Gardner of KCU Children and Family Programs.

**Students who also want parents get a boost at Kennesaw State**

Claudia Doo is a junior that balances working on a degree in Kennesaw State, a job that helps support her and living costs, all on one small budget.

"I’m really happy with my situation," said Gardner.

**Our journalists work hard so you know what's really going on**

Decatur, Dunwoody, Stone Mountain and other places on Twitter @dekalbnewsnow

**TOP STORY**

**DeKalb**

Dunwoody approves contract for Edge City 2.0 Project to map future

**For the AIC**

Dunwoody city officially received the go-ahead for an agreement with architecture firm Ecola and engineering firm Pond for the city's Edge City 2.0 Project which will develop a road map for the next 20 years. At a city council of Atlanta city council meeting in March, with the demand for a complete plan that includes planning and creation of a growth plan for the city to be worked on with Pond and Ecola.

"We looked forward to high-level meetings and the creation of a unique set of local community that can map out our future," said Gardner.
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